Studying the Efficiency of XAD-7HP Anionic Resin in the Extraction of Humic Acid from Surface Water
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Humic substances (HSs) are very complex and heterogeneous organic matter with high molecular weight and various functional groups, which are produced from the chemical and biological degradation of plants and animal tissues. HS can cause: colour, odour and taste problems in drinking water, biological growth in distribution systems, increase in chlorine demand for disinfection, membrane fouling and especially, formation of disinfection by-products (DBPs) after disinfection process. The aim of this study is to determine the effectiveness of XAD-7HP resin in the extraction of humic substances from raw water.

Materials and Methods: In the extraction of humic substances from water samples, amberlit anionic XAD-7HP resin with a strong cationic resin AG MP50 was used, while for the determination of humic acid, a High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) system equipped to BIO SUIT SEC columns was used.

Results: The average extraction efficiency for XAD-7HP was 77% and HA concentration determined in all seasons ranges from 0.15 to 0.29 mg/L in raw water.

Conclusions: From the findings of this study, it can be concluded that the use of XAD-7HP is a proper and effective method for the extraction of HS and its extraction efficiency is more influenced by pH and turbidity than other parameters. It can also be deduced from this study that XAD-7HP resin was most efficient at a pH of 2 and an increase in turbidity resulted in a corresponding decrease in the efficiency of resin.
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Introduction

Humic materials are uneven mixtures from organic compounds that are derived from plants, animals, live and dead microorganisms including their products which enter into water by degradation. However, providing a definite definition is difficult for them. Generally organic materials refer to the general classification of chemical materials usually composed of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (O) 1.

2. Humic materials have been commonly said to be the most popular organic pollutant in natural raw water with various degradative effects on drinking water, including color change, organic load, and biological degradation in water distribution networks 3. Humic materials are shapeless, acidic, mostly aromatic, and hydrophobic complexes. They are anionic poly-electric materials ranging from low to medium molecular weights 4. They are also in macro-molecular form with negative load in
pH of natural water due to the presence of functional groups. Carboxylic, hydroxyl phenolic, and hydroxyl-calcium are the most important functional groups; however, their negative load is mainly due to the presence of carboxyl and phenolic groups in the first step. The chemical compounds of humic materials depends on the type of functional group as they are in different weight percentage in ranges of 40-60% carbon, 30-50% oxygen, 3-6% hydrogen, and 1-4% nitrogen. The presence of humic materials in water resources based on the solubility in acid or alkaline are usually classified into two main groups namely; humic acid (HA) and folic acid (FA) groups. HA is soluble in weak alkaline environment, but precipitates after being acidic, while FA is soluble in low pH.

There are various techniques to separate and concentrate natural organic materials (NOM) in aqueous environments. These include, surface absorbance of resin (usually XAD resins), ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis (RO), low temperature evaporation (40-50°C), and other techniques. Combined techniques are also used in some studies. Most developed and applied techniques to separate humic materials in aqueous environments are based on amberlite XAD resins, acrylic ester, and styrene deionylbenzene resins; meanwhile XAD, XAD-2, and XAD-8 are mostly applied to separate humic materials in aqueous environment. Another technique in the separation of humic materials based on anionic exchangers is the use of diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose. The most common technique used to separate natural organic materials in surface water is adsorption using resin with big anionic pores, particularly the use of XAD-8 by Aiken. XAD technique was used by International Association of Humic Materials for standard separation of humic materials in aqueous environments, and XAD-8 resin has been selectively used for standard separation. XAD-8 is an excellent absorbent for humic materials in low pH. This resin may be used to separate humic materials from high amounts of water (10-100 L). All XAD resins usually absorb organic materials by hydrophobic link. Their precise amount of absorbance has not yet been known.

For the presence of various interrupting materials in water to analyze HPLC, it is necessary to extract these materials from water to determine its value with high precision. The aim of this study is to determine the efficiency of XAD-7HP anionic resin in the extraction of humic acid from input raw water samples to Isfahan water treatment plant.

**Materials and Methods**

**Sampling**

The required samples for this study were prepared from the raw water of Zayanderud River as input flow of Isfahan water treatment plant. The volume of the samples needed to analyze humic acid levels is 20 L, using high density polyethylene containers (HDPE) and preserved at 4°C before extraction. The glass containers used in this test were placed in 5% nitric acid for 24 h before usage to ensure the absence of organic materials and were placed in an oven for 1 h after washing.

**Extraction materials and column**

Sodium humic acid (50-60%) and anionic resin XAD-7HP Amberlite were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company while other materials such as IR-120 cationic resin, chloride acid, sodium hydroxide, nitric acid etc were purchased from Merck Company.

For the extraction, a plexiglass cylinder column with 3 cm diameter and 50 cm length was filled by anionic resin. In addition, a plexiglass cylinder column with 3 cm diameter and 20 cm length was filled with cationic resin.

**Extraction**

An anionic amberlite XAD-7HP resin with a strong AG MP50 catalyst resin were used to extract humic materials from water samples. The needed samples were prepared from raw input water to Isfahan water treatment plant. A volume of 20 L of water for each sample was used based on previous studies. The sample was filtered before extraction using a 0.45µ aqueous-organic filter.
after which the sample pH arrived at 2 using a strong hydrochloric acid. The acidic sample was passed through XAD - 7HP using pneumatic pump with 5 ml flow rate. XAD - 7HP column was washed using 0.1 M NaOH, and the adsorbed organic materials were separated from column. The alkaline sample was passed through a strong AG MP50 cationic resin. The schematic of extraction is shown in Figure 1.

**Figure 1:** Schematic design of humic materials extraction

### Analysis

A high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) model 746-HPLC-WATERS equipped with waters 515 HPLC-Pump, Waters 486-UV/VIS detector and manual injector was used. In addition, a column with specifications of BIO SUIT 5 μm HR SEC COLUMN (7.8 × 300 mm) equipped with BIO SUIT GUARD SEC (7.5 × 75 mm) guard was used. Other tests were conducted based on standard techniques of water and wastewater tests. EUTECH pH-meter, model 310 was used to measure pH. In this study, electric conduction was also done using electrometric technique by Digital Hachistic Controller Model HACH Model Sension7.

Data was analyzed based on Pearson correlation statistical test using SPSS software.

### Results

The results of this study are shown in Figures 2-6.
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**Figure 2:** XAD-7HP resin efficiency in various concentrations of humic acid (pH < 2 and constant for all samples)

**Figure 3:** Efficiency of XAD-7HP resin in various pH (humic acid concentration of 5 mg/L and constant for all samples)
Figure 4: Efficiency of XAD-7HP resin in various EC (pH < 2 in all samples and concentrations of humic acid is 5 mg/L)

Figure 5: The efficiency of XAD-7HP resin on various turbidities (in all samples pH < 2 and the concentration of humic acid is 5 mg/L)
Figure 6: The efficiency of XAD-7HP resin in various temperatures (pH < 2 in all samples and the concentration of humic acid is 5 mg/L)

Discussion

Effect of initial concentration of humic materials in water on efficiency of XAD-8 resin

XAD absorbent resin may use large amounts of water (10-100 L) to separate humic materials. All XAD resins mostly absorb organic materials by hydrophobic link. The precise mechanism of absorbance is still unknown. XAD, XAD-2, and XAD-8 are mostly used to separate humic materials from aqueous environment.

The efficiency of XAD resins is influenced by the concentration of humic materials; as though, the higher concentration of these materials leads to the lower performance of the resin. The low extraction of humic materials from XAD resins justifies the interruption of some humic compounds and resin materials, implying that some humic materials have been trapped inside the resin pores. The efficiency of absorbance is actually influenced by the fact that there are some hydrophilic compounds in humic materials that are not adsorbed on resin surfaces.

The effect of initial concentration of water on the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin is shown in Figure 2. As observed in this figure, an increase in initial concentration of humic materials reduces the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin, but the Pearson correlation statistical test doesn’t show the significant difference between humic materials and resin efficiency (p-value > 0.05).

Effect of water pH on the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin

As earlier mentioned, pH is one of the important parameters on adsorption and extraction of humic materials as it effectively influences the extraction processes.

Figure 3 shows the results related to the effect of pH changes on the efficiency of XAD - 7HP resin. The obtained results show that XAD - 7HP anionic resin has the maximum absorption efficiency in the extraction of humic materials in acidic pH which is observable in all real and standard samples. Pearson correlation statistical test shows the effect of pH changes on the efficiency of XAD-7HP (p-value < 0.05).

Effect of electric conduction (EC) on the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin

EC is a physical property of water that shows the conductivity of electricity. There is a close relationship between EC and total soluble solids (TDS) in water, because anions are the main factor for electricity transfer in solutions and they indicate electrical conductivity.

Changes in EC and the effect of this parameter on the efficiency of XAD-7HP anionic resin is shown in Figure 4. It is observed that increasing
EC decreases the efficiency of resin due to increase in TDS probability and as a result, occupancy of resin adsorbent surface by these materials. Although the efficiency of XAD - 7HP resin decreases by increasing EC, Pearson correlation statistical test didn’t show any significant relationship between them (p-value > 0.05).

Effect of water sample turbidity on the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin

Turbidity is one of the most serious problems in extracting humic materials from water samples by resins. According to the turbidity of raw water samples, it seems that occupancy of adsorbent resin sites by turbidity agents can be a reason of turbidity effect on reduction of adsorption of the humic materials. In general, increasing turbidity reduces the efficiency of the mentioned anionic resin\(^\text{14}\). As earlier mentioned, the reason for this is adsorbent sites limitation by resin and their occupancy by turbidity. The results related to the effect of turbidity on the efficiency of XAD-7HP anionic resin is shown in Figure 5. It can also be observed that the efficiency of resin is reduced with the increasing turbidity. Pearson correlation statistical test shows that the relationship between turbidity value and the efficiency of XAD - 7HP anionic resin is significant (p-value < 0.05).

The effect of sample temperature on the efficiency of XAD-7HP resin

The seasonal changes of raw water and biological activity influence the quality of input water and its treatment capacity\(^\text{14}\). The NOM amounts might be high during the warmest months of the year which is coincident with the season water is needed at its peak. Therefore, extraction and measurement of humic materials is essential and important. The degradation of aqueous environment consequently results in an increase in organic materials. Also algae and bacterial population increase in high temperatures, resulting in a corresponding increase in biological activities. Thus, an increase in the temperature of water results in a corresponding increase in its humic materials which are compound of various organic materials\(^\text{15}\).

The related results to temperature on the efficiency of XAD - 7HP anionic resin is shown in Figure 6. As seen in this figure, resin efficiency decreased with an increase in the temperature of water. This reduction in efficiency can be attributed to the increase in organic load of aqueous environment and also in the biological activity of resin including the occupancy of absorbance sites by biological factors\(^\text{12}\). Although resin efficiency decreases by increasing temperature, Pearson correlation statistical test doesn’t show any significant relationship between temperature and efficiency of XAD-7HP resin (p-value > 0.05).

Conclusion

It can be concluded that the use of anionic resins is a proper technique with high efficiency in the extraction of humic materials from aqueous environments. Anionic Amberlite XAD - 7HP resin is a proper resin to extract the humic materials from the raw surface water entrance to the water treatment plant whose efficiency was obtained as 77% in this research. In this study, pH was discovered to be an important and effective parameter in the efficiency of resin, such that the maximum efficiency of resin was obtained at a pH < 2.
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